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Forecasting Non-Stationary Time Series January 1999 Economies evolve and are subject to sudden shifts
precipitated by legislative changes, economic policy, major discoveries, and political turmoil.
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Forecasting Non-stationary Economic Time Series. Michael P. Clements, and David F. Hendry. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1999. ISBN 0-262-03272-4. xxviii + 262 pp. $35.00. Forecasting macroeconomic time series
is notoriously difficult. Previously unannounced changes in policy, natural and man-made disasters,
institutional changes,
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David Hendry and Michael Clements base the analyses on assumptions pertinent to the economies to be
forecast, viz. a non-constant, evolving economic system, and econometric models whose form and ...
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Economic Forecasting â€¢ Forecasting models are supposed to capture these factors empirically in an
environment where the data are non-stationary; the degree of misspecification is unknown for the DGP, but
no doubt large. â€¢ The onus of congruence is a heavy one. â€¢ The data available may be 1) inaccurate, 2)
a proxy for
Econometric Forecasting Models - The George Washington
of economic forecasting include selecting the fore-castingmodel(s)appropriatefortheproblemathand,
assessing and communicating the uncertainty asso-ciated with a forecast, and guarding against model
instability. 1. Time Series Models for Economic Forecasting Broadly speaking, statistical approaches to
economic
Time Series: Economic Forecasting - Harvard University
On the optimality of adaptive forecasting. Management Sci. 10(January) 207â€“24.] and to carry forward the
general program of that paper; namely, to study the prediction of those types of non-stationary and
non-deterministic series1 which can be reduced to stationary series by a finite linear transformation.
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